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Structure

*Please note that parts and accessories will change dependent on model.
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Installation And Application

1. Connect the pressure hose with the outlet, screw it and at the same time, connect the
other end with the spray gun or foam gun.
2. Fill the tank with cold or warm water, connect the power cord with the cigarette lighter
socket if using car power. Or if using the built-in battery ensure it's fully charged using the
mains plug or car adaptor provided before use.
3. Turn on the Powashowa using the switch (12) the Powashowa will begin to pressurize
the system. Once pressure is full it will shut off using the total stop system (TSS)
4. Using the water trigger when the trigger is pulled the water will flow and the tank will
continue to provide pressure until you release the trigger.
5. After use Loosen the pressure pipe from Powashowa by rotating the large hand nut in
an anti-clockwise direction and pull. Empty the water in the pipe, roll it up and put it in the
tank for your next use.

Maintenance
1.You need to drain off the water remained in the sprayer gun,pressure tubes and
machine after finishing washing the car every time.
2.If there is dirt and debries on the surface of pressure tubes and power line,you must
wipe them with soft cloth.
3.Please place accessories away neatly after finishing with the Powashowa
4.When the sprayer gun can not spray or pressure become low,maybe the filter is
blocked. Check and clean the water filter in water tank.
The methods as follow:
Open the water tank,at the bottom you will see suction pipe with filter.

General failure and solution
General failure and solution
Fault
The
sprayer
gun can
not spray
or the
pressure
become
low
The
washer
will
not
operate

Cause

Solution

1.The strainer is blocked

Clean the filter

2.The connection of sprayer gun
and pump is leaking

Reconnect using
clockwise rotation

3.The high pressure is pinched or twisted

Check hose.

1.The power supply is not conected.
Poor conection between socket and
cable. Built in battery not charged

Check all conections
Recharge battery for
minimum of 4 hours

2.Car battery power shortage

Start up the car

3.The cigarette lighter lighter socket
dosent work in the car.

Check and Replace the
fuse

4.The residual water in the machine to
freeze due to the low temperature

please Use the machine
in 5-45 ℃ environment

Safety cautions:
1. When cleaning your cars, please read the instruction carefully first.
2. When using cigarette lighter, please rotate the switch to the ON position and you do not
need to start the engine.
3. Please pay attention to the situation that the air conditioning in the car has been off to
prevent battery loss, resulting unable to start the engine.
4. When washing the car, please make the door closed so as to avoid water entering
inside. As the door edge is made by rubber, it will not crush the power cord.
5. There should no gap so the joints must fit closely with the bucket; if there is lacune, it
will leak causing safety directly.
6. When washing the car, the water should be soaked the tank, and not let the bucket stay
in the anhydrous state in a long time.
7. The cleaning agent should be enough to spray foam and to clean better.

